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Hi, I’m Jeanine ● COO & CLO @ Simplecast
● 1st outside investor in 

Simplecast
● Entertainment/media/tech 

lawyer background
○ See blog.simplecast.com 

for the “Ask An Actual 
Lawyer” series I write

● Lots of experience researching 
& speaking on pay gap issues 
re legal field

👋



Why should we care? 

We have an incredible opportunity not to F*@& this up

👀

● Podcasting is much younger than traditional media
● The big bucks are just starting to come in

Which means...



Big opportunity & responsibility  🔑
...to create a more equitable medium. We all benefit when people 
other than the status quo are able to profit from their art to make 
more art!
● Creative freedom
● Ability to take risks
● Security in the unknown



We started researching this stuff... 🕵♀
● Looking at our data
● How many women podcast creators are there? 

○ 40% of podcasts are now hosted by women (up Y/Y!)
● % of women listeners is growing, almost to 50%
● Working w/Glow.fm for crowdsourcing monetization gap 

insights



We’re also conducting the industry’s 1st 
survey on the monetization gap

   PodcastWageGap.com_    

Take a guess at what happened next...



Reactions to the survey: 
�� �� 
�� 

�� 

😶 

�� 



Build a Shared Definition

...when talking about the wage gap 
to make sure we’re all talking about 
the same thing.



“Oh, this debate again?”
● Wage gaps are everywhere! 

○ Male nurses make ~$6k/yr more 
than female nurses, even though 
only ~9% are male!

● A wage gap doesn’t just point to women 
and BIPOC and LGTBQ people being 
devalued–it also suggests that white, 
cis, and male perspectives are 
over-valued.



The credit goes to...
Psychology research has proven that:
● People (esp men) default to crediting their own hard work and 

talents w/driving their success.
● BUT ... people (esp men) default to blaming exogenous factors, 

such as socio-economic class @birth, bad luck, or someone holding 
them back, when they don’t succeed. 

The wage gaps favor dominate culture - 
white, CIS, male.

 🔍

Freakonomics 
Ep: 208 

“Why is my life 
so hard?”



“People get paid to podcast?”

Recent reports argue that  99% of 
podcasters make $0 b/c most have 
“too low” 



Let’s bust this flawed argument in

There are plenty of advertisers looking to connect with smaller, 
targeted, and niche audiences (they just can’t efficiently find them yet)
It’s based on the antiquated downloads/month metric as the best 
metric
Many podcasters make (a lot of) money in ways other than through big 
advertisers 

 

 

 

 


👋



Showing you the money
The podcast 
advertising market 
totaled $479 million 
last year and is 
predicted to exceed
$1 billion in 2021.

 🤑

ℹ   Monetization gap_ 



Be The Change

★ Help spread the word that there is a 
monetization gap in podcasting and 
change the definition of “making money 
in podcasting” to include all ways 
people are monetizing. 

 

��



“But, some of the top podcasts are hosted 
by women!”

Podcasts hosted by women are less likely to 
receive third party publicity online.

Visibility does not equal monetization 
success.

The demographics of the people w/power in 
podcasting don’t represent gen pop.



Be The Change

★ Pick your 3 favorite shows by women podcast 
creators and tell your friends about them.

★ Give them a shout out on social outlets.
★ Rotate your list every month.

 

��



“There isn’t a wage gap! Just different 
levels of motivation!”

The earnings of a female transgender workers fell by nearly 
1/3 following their gender transitions. 

The earnings of a male transgender workers slightly 
increased following their gender transitions. 

External perceptions vs. actual abilities → driving wage gap

 

��

👋



“Women are dropping out to have kids!”



Support, don’t punish mothers

● Dropping their salary.
● Penalizing them for gaps in their 

resumes.

There’s a well-documented mother’s pay gap, meaning 
the gender gap is exacerbated by having children.



So, what’s the wage gap?

● Difference in compensation (a 
“monetization gap” not just a “wage 
gap”)

● Informed by already-existing power 
structures

● Impacts marginalized creators

 

��



What do we do about this gap?

1. They happen when you’re 
not paying attention.

2. They’re hard to get rid of.
3. They thrive in the dark.

 

��

🏆 World’s biggest cockroach

Time to turn on the light  

��



The Playing Field
Our survey responses….

All responsesWhite men All men



What about monetizing?

https://storiesinsta.com/stories/ember.flyn
ne

All men All women



White women Black women



Be The Change

★ Learn about all the different ways 
podcasters are making money in 
podcasting and develop your own 
monetization strategy.

 

��



Getting started monetizing
What monetization channels should I start with?

White men White women



Why is this happening?

● Women and POC creators focus on sponsors and host read ads 
because that’s what you’re supposed to do to monetize.

⚠ HIGHEST BARRIERS TO ENTRY

● Many white men and women are leveraging their fan bases and 
not even bothering pitching to ad execs.



Getting started monetizing: Crowdfunding
Our survey data: 

57% of the people we 
surveyed who weren’t yet 
monetizing planned to 
use Patreon and other 
crowdfunding options to 
monetize.

Good news!!! … but … 



It gets worse
Activated Glow.fm accounts 
asking for money, of the people 
who do...93.8% are men.

 Women and other marginalized 
genders aren’t even getting to 
the point of asking their 
followers for support!

 

��





Be The Change

★ If you want to monetize through 
donations and tipping, activate 
your account and start asking. ✅

 

��



What is holding women back?  

��



“Imperfect men have been 
empowered and permitted to run 
the world since the beginning of 
time. It’s time for imperfect women 
to grant themselves permission to 
join them.” - Abby Wambach



Tell me what I can do better! 
Men vs. Women in how they ask?

 

✋
★ Ask frequently.

★ Place calls to action 
at the beginning or 
throughout the 
episode.



More tips on how to ask 

��
★ Spend more time asking.
★ Communicate the given value and share.
★ Get creative with asking, effectively & test it!



Be The Change
★ Taking note of great asks and bad asks and find your own asking style.

 

��
★ Create an ask 

strategy. Script out 
a couple and start 
testing them in 
different episodes 
or for different 
periods of time.



Getting started monetizing: Access to 
sponsors



“If the consumer economy had a sex, it 
would be female.  Women drive 
70-80% of all consumer purchasing, 
through a combination of their buying 
power and influence.  Influence means 
that even when a woman isn’t paying 
for something herself, she is o en the 
influence or veto vote behind someone 
else’s purchase.” - Forbes
 

Remember & remind your future sponsors:

+



Getting started 
monetizing: 
Actively pursuing 
sponsors
men vs. women

General monetization

White women



Be The Change

★ Put together your media kit.
★ Make a list of 10 

people/companies you’re 
going to actively pursue for 
sponsorship in the next 30 
days.

 

��



Advocating for Change - 
What Can We Do?

● Start closing the wage gap by 
activating our allies.

● The best time to start is 
yesterday, but the second best 
is today.

Here is how…



Understand the privilege you are working 
with

Start talking about privilege in 
podcasting and its impacts.



Become a mentor!
65% of the people we surveyed said a mentor would help them monetize. 
You can be that person!

● Share your knowledge and 
your time.

● Talk about what works.

● Offer specific and 
actionable feedback.

● Share your business 
projections, budget, and 
marketing plans.

● Invite them to the next ad 
buyers mixer you know 
you’re going to.



Be The Change

★ Offer to be someone’s mentor.

★ Ask someone to be your mentor.

 

��



Become a connector
85% of our respondents wanted better opportunities to cross-promote their 
shows and 20% wanted professional networks.

Proactively make introductions.

The She Podcasts community is 
incredible for this!



Givers are...

1. The most likely to experience 
long-term success.

2. The best leaders.



Be The Change

★ Set a personal goal to make 3 podcast-related connections for 
someone else per month.

★ Keep track to keep yourself accountable.

 

��



Find your voice 
(even when you’re not podcasting)

● Think about monetization from the 
start!

● Ask for sponsorships. Ask a lot of 
them. Be OK with hearing now and 
move on.

Question everything:
● Negotiate for higher rates from 

sponsors.
● Push back when sponsors try to slot 

you into budge niches.
● What is the value of your work?

 

��



Share all the intel
● Talk about your rates! 
● Talk about your monetization strategies.
● Take our survey:  PodcastWageGap.com_
● Should we publicize independent sources for rates? AND 

Push for standardization in rates?

 

��






